SHOP FLOOR EQUIPMENT
SIMULATION ENGINEER

3DEXPERIENCE MANUFACTURING
& PRODUCTION ROLE

SIMULATE
AND VALIDATE
MECHANICAL
DEVICE BEHAVIOR

Shop Floor Equipment Simulation Engineer simulates forward kinematic mechanical
devices, ranging from simple clamps to complex lift-assist mechanisms.
Shop Floor Equipment Simulation Engineer delivers the ability to simulate multiple devices;
integrate them within the 3D workcell layout; and perform feasibility studies. Each device
is individually programmed with tasks that are sequenced and simulated to eliminate
interference and arrive at optimal cycle times. The device and its behavior can be instantiated
multiple times within a single workcell or across the entire factory.

Create and validate device tasks in the
manufacturing context
Simulation Engineers gain a clear understanding of how motion
variables will impact the task definition needed to support the
manufacturing process in various environments.

Define device tasks concurrently
Users are able to concurrently define tasks for various devices.
When they save their work, the device task details become
available to other stakeholders throughout the enterprise,
enriching process plans and factory simulations.

Device-task feasibility studies can be performed early in the
planning and detailing stages. This reduces the costs of resource
redesign that come with design changes.

Improved collaboration between simulation engineers
and designers
With the 3DEXPERIENCE® platform, collaboration is supported
throughout the extended enterprise. Powerful lifecycle and
change management capabilities streamline the business process
and improve the overall quality of work.

Define device task in a highly
collaborative environment

Role Highlights
• Groundbreaking 3DEXPERIENCE platform
• Define tasks for each device in the context of the shop floor
• Support advanced logic in device programs
• Sequence the tasks of multiple devices
• Create and synchronize input and output signals
• Apply motion curves to device motion
• Supports On-the-Go option

Simulate tasks for validation
and enhancement

Our 3DEXPERIENCE Platform powers our brand applications, serving 12 industries, and provides a rich
portfolio of industry solution experiences.
Dassault Systèmes, the 3DEXPERIENCE Company, provides business and people with virtual universes to imagine sustainable innovations. Its world-leading
solutions transform the way products are designed, produced, and supported. Dassault Systèmes’ collaborative solutions foster social innovation, expanding
possibilities for the virtual world to improve the real world. The group brings value to over 190,000 customers of all sizes in all industries in more than 140
countries. For more information, visit www.3ds.com.
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Find and resolve Design for Assembly and Design for
Manufacturing issues early

